
The book THE CREATION OF THE WORLD AND OTHER AMAZONIAN
LEGENDS is a collection of eight indigenous myths, eight cosmogonies;
narratives about the origins of the world, of night, of the stars, the moon, the rivers
and the peoples of the forest.
One of these, about the advent of night, tells of an exhausted sun that must shine without rest while
the night sleeps in the depths of a river. Others speak of such peoples as the Araweté, who inhabit the
margins of the Xingu River, the Karajés from the Upper Araguaia, and the Aparaí from northern Pará.
The myth of the origin of the moon, however, comes to us from a now vanished tribe, the Kunibas,
who lived on the left bank of the Juruá River.
In these tales and legends, nature and the animals – the owl and piping-guan, the Amazon and
Negro Rivers, the colourful birds – are also protagonists, alongside the chiefs and their
tribes.
The book presents children from diverse backgrounds with an important slice of
Brazilian mythology, illustrated with beautiful and original collages by Geraldo
Valério, who sets an exuberant Amazonian scene.
The writer Vera do Val gathered the legends together and says that the book came as a natural
consequence of her move to the Amazon. “I like hearing stories told by simple folk. I just kept listening and
developed an interest in the Indians. I read the anthropological research, and there is some really incredible stuff,
among studies, theses, etc. And there are lots of other things you pick up as you go. So the legends seemed to fall
together into place”.
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Text
VERA DO VAL was born in Campinas, São Paulo, and holds a degree in biology. She has won many awards and
competitions, including the Jabuti Prize for her book Histórias do rio Negro (Stories from the Negro River). Today she
lives in Manaus, where she researched and compiled the Amazonian myths that comprise A criação do mundo.

PRESS :
« The reader is gripped from cover to cover, drawn into a gradual unfolding of images and narratives that recount,
through indigenous legends, the creation of the animals, men, and the things of nature. These are eight striking
stories. The Amazon is an increasingly recurring theme today (...) and it is of inestimable importance that the richness
of this world be passed on to the young through the immaterial universe of indian tales and myths. »

(“Guia da Folha”, FOLHA DE S.PAULO)
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